North Milan urbanized area is a dense built nebula at the base of which interact intricate and complex constitutive dynamics to be interpreted well beyond a mere exponential urban growth followed a long phase of economic prosperity. Therefore, its deterioration and increasing abandonment is not just the outcome of a deep economical and industrial crisis but, more crucially, the evidence of a spatial and social relationships model breaking point in which the economic recession highlighted the many contradictions and deep conflicts animating it. If indeed, this urban territory has always been composed of fragmented identities, singularities, autonomies, it is equally true that such elements have gradually shifted to compose an extreme individualized context. This pulverized the historical interdependence links that connoted the area for long.

The paper will propose the concept of “maintenance” as a strategy to address the deep metamorphosis to which Milan north metropolitan area is subjected, and where
this term defines a process of continuous, incremental and long-term transformations of the urbanized territory and open lands. Far from being a defensive approach, the maintenance has to be interpreted as an active disposition to contrast the persisting distortion between territory imaginary interpretation models and real current urban dynamics, which are no longer sustainable and functional to the new emergent territorial needs, rising identities, spatial demands. More specifically, it has to be assumed as a development method that sees in the deep and gradual reframe of the territory an alternative to growth, after the occurrence of the urban dispersion.

The paper will deep the Brianza potential system emerging from the linking of new and alternative built or unbuilt centralities as a tactic to manage the actual and future transformations of this territory, as a generalizable inspiration to trigger new relationships sets between society, economy and space, and as a contribute to the establishment of an even more needed urban shared culture.
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